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Abstract 

 One of the important factors influencing on organic solar cells efficiency is doping of the 

polymer by atmospheric oxygen. It’s known already that the doping may be partially reversed by 

annealing of the device, but the phenomenon is not well-studied yet. In this paper we studied 

processes of doping and dedoping of conjugated polymers, using well-known 

poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) and derivative of new low-bandgap polymer poly(3,4-

ethylenedioxyselenophene) (PEDOS-C12), by impedance spectroscopy.  

 Possibility of dedoping under annealing was examined for both of the polymers. 

Influence of annealing atmosphere and sample preparation conditions on dedoping process were 

studied along with dynamics of self-doping and dedoping processes and influence of light on 

self-doping dynamics. Dedoping dynamics in inert atmosphere turn out to be biexponential. 

1 Introduction 

One of the main application areas for conjugated polymers is organic electronics, in 

particular, organic photovoltaics. Organic solar cells have some attractive advantages in 

comparison with traditional silicon solar cells like flexibility, semitransparency, ease of 

manufacturing, etc. But organic solar cells are not widely used today because of their relatively 

low efficiency (below 10% [1]) and low stability (the efficiency of P3HT-based solar cell 

decreases dramatically in a few days [2-4]). 

One of the crucial factors influencing on organic solar cells efficiency is doping of the 

polymer. It’s well-known that some polymers (widely used P3HT for example) are inclined to 

self-doping by atmospheric oxygen in contact with air [5-8].  Doping of the active layer of 

organic solar cell may lead to decreased short-circuit current [9] and fill factor because of 

reduced charge generation region [10, 11]. Thus, organic solar cell degradation with time may be 

also connected with gradual oxygen doping of the polymer [12].  

Minimization of manufacturing cost of organic solar cells is desirable in industrial 

manufacturing. So most of the steps including solution stirring, film casting and device 

posttreatment better be performed under ambient conditions. Hence, studying and describing the 

processes of polymer interaction with atmospheric oxygen and finding ways to prevent or 

reverse polymer’s oxygen doping are really important. 

  Recently a number of papers devoted to processes and mechanisms of interaction 

between P3HT and oxygen were published [12-15]. In [14, 15] two possible mechanisms 

(reversible and irreversible) of polymer-oxygen interaction were suggested. Schematic 

representation of these mechanisms is shown on Fig. 1. One of the channels (irreversible 
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channel, red color on Fig. 1) is a chemical oxidation of the polymer and it only occurs under 

illumination. The other channel (reversible, green color on Fig. 1) is related to formation of weak 

charge-transfer complex (CTC) between polymer and oxygen proposed by Abdou et al. [16], and 

it occurs both in dark and under illumination. Since bonding energy of the CTC is relatively 

weak it can dissociate under influence of high temperatures, and in [12-15] possibility of 

dedoping of P3HT thin film under annealing in vacuum or in inert atmosphere was proved 

experimentally. But this problem isn’t fully studied yet. First of all, possibility of dedoping was 

shown qualitatively, but there are no quantitative evaluations of dedoping level yet. It remains 

unclear if the dedoping effect under annealing is common phenomena or it only takes place for 

P3HT. Further, it was shown that polymer’s solution can be doped with oxygen [16], but it’s 

unclear if this process is reversible too. Furthermore the doping and dedoping processes 

dynamics and environment influence on dedoping process are still unexamined. So 

generalization of doping and dedoping processes with quantitative evaluations should be 

performed. 

 

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of reversible and irreversible interactions between polymer and oxygen [15] 

Direct measurements of doping concentration in a polymer film may be convenient to 

study doping and dedoping processes. One of the possibilities to measure doping concentration is 

based on Schottky barrier formation when a p-doped semiconductor contacts with metal with 

lower workfunction. Inverse square of the barrier’s capacitance is a linear function of bias 

voltage (it also called Mott-Schottky behavior) [17, 18]: 
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Here C is the barrier capacitance, Vs is Schottky barrier height, V is bias voltage, S is 

contact’s area, q is elementary charge, Na is doping concentration, ε is relative permittivity of the 

active layer and ε0 is vacuum permittivity. Schottky barrier’s height (also called as flat-band 

voltage) is determined by difference between Fermi levels of the polymer and the electrode. 
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The width of the depletion layer can be calculated as [17]: 
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Thus, one of the simple ways to estimate doping concentration of polymer’s film is a 

device construction, where Schottky barrier capacitance can be measured [9]. 

2 Sample preparation and experimental 

To study self-doping and dedoping processes of conjugated polymers samples based on 

widely used polymer P3HT (Fig. 2, a) and new promising low bad-gap polymer PEDOS-C12  

[19] (Fig. 2, b) were made.  

 

a) 
 

b) 

Fig. 2 Structural formulas and energy level diagrams for P3HT (a) and PEDOS-C12 (b) 

Dichlorobenzene solution of polymers was prepared at concentrations of 30 g/l for P3HT 

and 10 g/l for PEDOS-C12. Solutions were stirred on a magnetic stirrer for at least 12 hours at 

75°C. Diodes were fabricated on ITO-covered substrates. Thin layer of PEDOT:PSS was spin-

casted at 3000 rpm for 2 min on the substrate from aqueous solution first. Then substrates was 

annealed at 150°C for 15 min in air to remove any remaining water of the PEDOT:PSS film. The 

polymer film was then spin-casted from solution at 1000 rpm for 2 min. The whole sample 

preparation process was performed in air and self-doping of the polymer solution was occurring. 

One control sample based on P3HT was prepared in an argon glovebox. 

After polymer film casting the second electrode was thermally evaporated through a 

mask. The evaporation was done at 7×10
-6

 mbar pressure. Aluminum was chosen as an electrode 

for P3HT-based samples as it is well-known that Schottky barrier forms on the P3HT-Al 

interface [13, 20]. For PEDOS-C12-based sample the second electrode was made of CaAl since 

its Fermi level is lower than the polymer’s HOMO (Fig. 2, b). Schematic picture of the sample is 

shown on Fig. 3. Thicknesses of the films were estimated using conventional AFM profiling as 

220±20 nm for P3HT-based diodes and 30±20 nm for PEDOS-C12-based one. 
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Top view 

 

Side view 

Fig. 3 Schematic image of the sample 

The samples were measured using Elins Z-1000P impedance analyzer. To estimate 

realistic concentration of acceptor impurities a proper frequency of AC voltage should be 

chosen. This frequency may be chosen from capacitance-frequency analysis. Fig. 4 shows 

frequency dependent capacitance for a P3HT-based diode. As clear from the figure, capacitance 

doesn’t saturate on presented frequency scale. However, it increases rapidly up to 10 kHz and 

grows insignificantly further. Consequently, the frequency should be as low as possible in range 

below 10 kHz. In order to obtain acceptable signal-to-noise ratio, modulation frequency of 500 

Hz was chosen. Measurements were performed under different bias voltages ranging from -600 

to 1750 mV with amplitude of 25 mV. 
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Fig. 4 Capacitance vs. frequency for a P3HT-based sample 

 

The samples were measured right after preparation. Then the samples were annealed for 

10 min at 140°C. Annealing was performed either in the argon glovebox (<100 ppm H2O, <100 
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ppm O2) or under ambient conditions. After first annealing the samples were kept in atmospheric 

air for 5 days and then second annealing was performed. So, experiment consists of several steps 

(manufacturing of the sample, first annealing either in glovebox or in air, storing in air and 

second annealing), and doping concentration was measured after each step.  

For self-doping dynamics measurements an annealed sample was kept in air either under 

ambient light or in dark. Doping concentration was measured every day. For dedoping dynamics 

studies the samples were annealed at 100°C and the measurements were performed directly 

during annealing process. 

3 Experimental results 

All samples showed Schottky-diode-like behavior. The linear part of Mott-Schottky curve 

was fitted using (1) in assumption of pixel square S=5.78 mm
2
 and dielectric coefficient ε=3 [21, 

22]. 

3.1 Influence of annealing on doping concentration 

First of all, it is necessary to make sure that annealing doesn’t affect undoped sample, so 

a control experiment was performed. Influence of annealing on the glovebox-made control 

P3HT-based sample was measured in this experiment. The sample was annealed in glovebox, 

and after annealing the sample was stored in atmospheric air for 5 days and then it was annealed 

again. First annealing shouldn’t change doping concentration in the sample. Then doping 

concentration should increase during air storing and then decrease to initial value after second 

annealing. The experiment scheme for this sample is shown on Fig. 5 a) and Mott-Schottky 

curves are shown on Fig. 5 b). As follows from Fig. 5 after first annealing doping concentration 

barely changes and second annealing almost restore the doping concentration to its initial value 

as we expected. 

 
a) 

First annealing 

(in glovebox) 

Manufacturig 

(in glovebox) 

5 days later 

(storing in air) 
Second annealing 

(in glovebox) 
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Fig. 5 Experiment scheme (a) and Mott-Schottky curves (b) for the control glovebox-made P3HT sample 

The similar experiment was performed for the air-made P3HT sample to verify 

possibility of dedoping of the polymer doped during solution stirring. Since the sample was 

exposed to self-doping during manufacturing its initial doping concentration was expected to be 

higher than in the control sample. Also rough equalizing of doping concentration in these 

samples after annealing was expected. The experiment scheme for this sample is shown on Fig. 6 

a). 

Fig. 6 b) and c) shows Mott-Schottky curves for this sample. As follows from Fig. 6 b), 

first annealing decreased the doping concentration by ~4E-16 cm
-3

. In contrast, annealing of 

control glovebox-made sample did not lead to its dedoping (see Fig. 5 b). The only difference 

between air-made and control samples was that in case of air-made sample the solution of the 

polymer was stirred in ambient air for more than 12 hours, and the thin film was spin-casted 

under atmospheric conditions no longer than 5 minutes before it was placed in argon glovebox. 

Increasing of doping concentration during film casting should be as low as ~1E-15 cm
-3

 (see Fig. 

10). Hence, one can conclude that most of oxygen was collected by polymer in its dissolved 

state, and removed from its solid state. Consequently, doping of polymer’s solution is reversible.  

 
a) 

First annealing 

(in glovebox) 

Manufacturing 

(in air) 

5 days later 

(storing in air) 
Second annealing 

(in glovebox) 
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c) 

Fig. 6 Experiment scheme (a) and Mott-Schottky curves after first (b) and second (c) annealing for the 

air-made P3HT sample 

The next P3HT-based sample was annealed under ambient conditions to examine 

influence of oxygen presence during annealing on the sample. After second annealing the sample 

was annealed once again in the glovebox. The experiment scheme is shown on Fig. 7, a). 

 Fig. 7 b), c) show plots illustrating annealing influence on the sample. It’s clear that along 

with a decrease of the doping concentration after air-performed annealing the plot’s shape 

changed also. The Mott-Schottky plot bended and a straight part of plot became barely 

determined, so doping concentrations values for this sample are only evaluative. It should be 

noted also, that additional annealing in inert atmosphere is not able to restore the plot’s shape in 

its initial form. So it can be concluded that air annealing leads to irreversible qualitative changes 

in the sample, probably related to the polymer-oxygen chemical interaction. 
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c) 

Fig. 7 Experiment scheme (a) and Mott-Schottky curves after first (b) and further (c) annealing in air for the 

air-made P3HT sample 

 Similar experiments were performed for the PEDOS-C12 based sample made in air. The 

experiment scheme is shown on Fig. 8 a). Since the highest possible doping concentration of the 

polymer depends on its energy levels [12], we expected that doping concentration in PEDOS-C12 

would be higher than in P3HT because of its higher HOMO (Fig. 2). 

 Fig. 8 b), c) show Mott-Schottky plots for this sample. As follows from these figures, 

annealing in inert atmosphere is capable of dedoping of this sample and also it can return the 

sample stored in the air for 5 days to its initial state. 
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Fig. 8 Experiment scheme (a) and Mott-Schottky curves after first (b) and second (c) annealing for the 

PEDOS-C12-based sample 

One can notice that Mott-Schottky plots of PEDOC-C12-based diodes reach saturation at 

low-reverse voltages (~-500 mV), which is explained by small thickness of PEDOC-C12 layer 

(about 20 nm). Indeed, in accordance to (2) depletion layer width can easily exceed the film’s 

thickness. 

3.2 Analysis of annealing influence 

Doping concentrations and flat-band voltages for all samples are given in Table 1. 

Doping concentrations for the P3HT-based samples are in good agreement with previously 

published data [7, 12, 18, 20, 23, 24]. We believe that glovebox annealing is able to remove all 

collected oxygen from air-made sample, because the doping concentration of the air-made 

sample has reduced to the level of doping concentration of glovebox-made one. Also the doping 

concentrations of all samples after second annealing in inert atmosphere reduced to the doping 

level after first annealing, so an increase of doping concentration in the polymer film during 

storing in atmospheric air is a fully reversible process. The only irreversible process occurs only 

during annealing in air. 

Doping concentration, 

10
16

 cm
-3

  

(Flat-band voltage, V) 

After 

manufacturing 

After first 

annealing 
5 days later 

After second 

annealing 

P3HT №1 

(control) 

2,1±0,2 

(440±70) 

2,1±0,3 

(480±70) 

86±9 

(700±90) 

2,2±0,3 

(250±60) 

P3HT №2 

(glovebox-annealed) 

6,1±0,4 

(600±80) 

2,3±0,3 

(640±80) 

84±8 

(650±90) 

2,6±0,3 

(670±80) 

P3HT №3 

(air-annealed) 

6,7±0,7 

(600±80) 

3,3±0,6 

(-100±70) 

96±4 

(170±60) 

3,7±0,7 

(-80±40) 
(annealing in air) 

2,2±0,4 

(-120±50) 
(annealing in glovebox) 

PEDOS-C12 
400±24 

(850±120) 

143±13 

(630±90) 

625±61 

(350±60) 

184±10 

(680±100) 

Table 1 Doping concentrations and flat-band voltages for all samples 

As clear from Table 1, annealing process and interaction with oxygen influence not only 

doping concentration within the device, but its flat-band voltage too. Unfortunately, changing of 

flat-band voltage seems to be unsystematic. Furthermore, from detailed analysis of plots for all 

samples (Fig. 5-Fig. 7) one can see that all measured Mott-Schottky curves approach their 

constant value smoothly, and the bend ends approximately at 750 mV, which corresponds to 
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difference between P3HT HOMO level and aluminum Fermi energy. This bend is expressed 

mostly for air-annealed sample, which in fact does not show linear part at all.  

Such behavior of Mott-Schottky plots may be related to alteration of polymer structure 

under influence of oxygen. Oxidizing of polymer unit in the polymer chain creates defect level 

within the bandgap [25], making the effective Fermi level of the polymer film inhomogeneously 

broadened. As a result, a lot of Schottky barriers with distribution of heights appears. This 

distribution leads to bending of Mott-Schottky plot and shifting of effective flat-band voltage 

(see Fig. 9).  

 

Fig. 9 Schematic representation of Mott-Schottky plot bending 

Also one can notice that doping concentration of the PEDOS-C12-based sample is nearly 

two orders of magnitude higher that the concentration of P3HT-based samples, which agrees 

with assumption of dependence of doping concentration on HOMO level of the polymer. But 

after 5 days of contact with atmospheric air doping concentration in the PEDOS-C12-based 

sample increases only 4 times, while in the P3HT-based sample the doping concentration 

increases 40 times. It may be caused by the difference of electrode materials in these samples, 

because it is known that oxygen can diffuse through aluminum electrode into the film easily [26, 

27]. 

A P3HT-based sample with CaAl electrodes was made to confirm this assumption (Mott-

Schottky plots for this sample are not presented). Doping concentration in this sample increases 
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from 2,2E16 cm
-3

 to 9E16 cm
-3

 during 5 days in air storage. So, indeed, the difference in 

electrode’s material may influence the doping speed.  

3.3 Dynamics of doping of the conjugated polymer in contact with atmospheric 

air 

Increasing of doping concentration of thin polymer film with time can be described with 

a following model. Let us suppose that the oxygen concentration in the thin film of the polymer 

is constant because of rather high diffusion coefficient of oxygen in P3HT film (DO2~10
-7

 cm
2
s

-1
 

[28]) and small thickness of the film (~200 nm). So the thin films are equilibrated with oxygen 

within time scale of milliseconds. Then let each molecule of polymer bond with oxygen with 

probability of P(I) dependent on light intensity I. Then, the number of undoped polymer in the 

film is described as ( aP NN  ), where PN  is a total concentration of polymer molecules in the 

film and aN  is doping concentration. So increase of polymer doping in the film by the time dt 

will be: 

dtNNNIPdN aPOa *)(**)(  , (3) 

where ON  is number of oxygen molecules in the film. So the doping concentration in the film is 

in exponential dependence with time: 

tIA

aPPa eNNNtN *)(0 )()(  , (4) 

where 0

aN  is initial doping concentration and ONIPIA *)()(  .  

Dynamics of doping of the P3HT film is shown on Fig. 10. As follows from the figure, 

time dependence of doping concentration is linear in case of storing the film both in dark and 

under ambient room light. So one can conclude that saturation time is much longer than the time 

of observation (more than two weeks). Also as follows from Fig. 10 the slope of dependence in 

case of storing film under ambient light is steeper than in case of storing in dark, so self-doping 

velocity depends on irradiation light intensity.  

Since doping concentration is far from saturation the dynamics were fitted with linear 

part of (4), i.e. with 

tIVNtN aa *)()( 0  , (5) 

where )(*)()( 0 IANNIV aP   is a linear velocity of doping. Fit parameters as well as fit 

curves are shown on Fig. 10. 
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Fig. 10 Time dependence of doping concentration of P3HT film in contact with atmospheric air 

3.4 Dynamics of dedoping of the polymer film under annealing 

Dynamics of dedoping of the polymer film during annealing was measured for P3HT-

based sample in glovebox (Fig. 11). As follows from the figure, dynamics curve shows double 

exponential behavior, which means that two qualitative different channels of dedoping exist. The 

dedoping curve was fitted with biexponential decay function, and the fit parameters are given in 

Table 2. As one can see from the table there are two different timescales of dedoping process – 

“fast” and “slow”.  We can’t explain this behavior yet, but one of the possible explanations is a 

difference between dedoping processes in crystalline and amorphous forms of P3HT. Indeed, the 

annealing temperature approximately equals the P3HT glass transition temperature [29], which 

implies presence of both crystalline and amorphous forms within the polymer film. 
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Fig. 11 Dynamics of dedoping of P3HT-based sample in glovebox (log scale in the inset) 
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Fit function 
y0, 

1016 cm-3 

A1, 

1016 cm-3 
t1, minutes 

A2, 

1016 cm-3 
t2, minutes 

y=y0+A1e
-x/t1+ +A2e

-x/t2 3,4±0,1 2,9±0,1 7,4±0,2 2,2±0,1 40±2 

Table 2 Fit parameters for dynamics of dedoping of P3HT-based sample 

Dependence of flat-band voltage of the device on doping concentration during annealing in 

the glovebox is shown in Fig. 12. As follows from the figure, flat-band voltage of the device 

increases first, achieving saturated value of approximately 750 mV. Such behavior can be 

explained with well-known mechanism related to dependence of the semiconductor’s Fermi level 

on doping concentration – higher doping concentration moves the Fermi level toward valence 

band of the semiconductor. According to this mechanism, the flat-band voltage should increase 

with increasing of doping concentration toward some saturated value, which is determined by 

difference between Fermi level of metal electrode and HOMO of the polymer [30]. Indeed, the 

difference between P3HT HOMO and Fermi energy of aluminum is 0.8 eV (see Fig. 2), which 

means that measured result is in a good agreement with calculated one. Besides, oxygen doping 

concentration at which the Fermi level of the polymer lowers down to its HOMO level was 

estimated as ~7E16 cm
-3

. 
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Fig. 12 Flat-band voltage dependence on doping concentration in case of glovebox annealing 

4 Conclusion 

Using P3HT and PEDOS-C12 as examples, it was shown that conjugated polymers are 

inclined to self-doping in contact with air both in film and in solution. Doping level may depend 

on the HOMO level of the polymer, and doping velocity depends on electrode material. Also it 

was shown that doping concentration can be reduced by annealing in glovebox, and doping 
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concentration of air-made samples can be reduced to the level of glovebox-made sample. In 

other words, the oxygen doping level of a sample made in air and annealed in glovebox is 

equivalent to the doping level of a sample made in glovebox. So annealing is simple and 

effective way to control the doping level of conjugated polymer. However, annealing in air leads 

to irreversible oxidizing of the polymer, making its effective Fermi level inhomogeneously 

broadened. 

Also linear behavior of time dependence of doping concentration of the polymer either in 

dark or under illumination was demonstrated. Doping concentration didn’t come to saturation 

during experiment, so saturation time is much more than two weeks. Also it was shown that self-

doping velocity depends strongly on irradiating light intensity.  

Dedoping process was shown to have double exponential behavior. We assume that the 

presence of two exponents is related to presence of two forms of polymer in the sample 

(amorphous and crystalline) and each of them has independent dedoping channel. 

Oxygen doping concentration at which the Fermi level of the polymer lowers down to its 

HOMO level, which leads to saturation of device’s flat-band voltage, was estimated as ~7E16 

cm
-3

. 
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